tation slavery south of the Rio Grande should be from the pen of the Brazilian sociologist Gilberto F r e y r e . His writings were to provide examples for Frank Tannenbaum's assertions on alleged differences between the two slave systems of Latin America and the United States, best expressed in Slave and Citizen. The Negro in the Americas (1947), and whose general thesis was to be accepted by Stanley E 1 k i η s . In much the same way as the Tannenbaum-Elk i η s thesis has been called to account by Arnold S i o , David Brion Davis, and Carl D e g 1 e r , so too have students of Brazilian history challenged the broader conclusions of Gilberto F r e y r e 2 .
This process of reexamination reflects changing approaches to the discipline of history, coupled with the development of new analytical skills. Increasing awareness of insights to be gained from comparative history has been matched by enhanced appreciation of scholarly benefits accruing from an interdisciplinary approach to topics viewed previously through the exclusively historical lens. Such changing attitudes have coincided with the application to historical sources of techniques borrowed from the mathematical sciences. On occasion, unbridled enthusiasm has outweighed scholarly caution. The adoption of a comparative approach merely for the sake of being comparative has led mismatches, superficiality, and the resultingly inadequate study of any single area of those under discussion. Benefits derivable from an interdisciplinary *) Arnold A. S i o, Interpretations of Slavery: The Slave Status in the Americas, in: Comparative Studies in Society and History, 7, 3 (April, 1965) , pp. 289-308; David Brion Davis, The Problem of Slavery in Western Culture, Ithaca 1966, pp. 223-88, and especially p. 224, η. 1 ; Carl N . D e g 1 e r, Neither Black nor White. Slavery and Race Relations in Brazil and the United States, New York 1971, pp. 19-21, 26-39 . General conclusions similar to those espoused by Tannenbaum had earlier been drawn by Herbert B. Alexander, Brazilian and United States Slavery Compared, in: The Journal of Negro History, 7, 4 (October, 1922) , pp. 349-64, and Mary Wilhelmine Williams, The Treatment of Negro Slaves in the Brazilian Empire: A Comparison with the United States of America, idem, 15, 3 (July, 1930) , pp. 315-36. For revisions of the Freyrian thesis, see Boxer, Race Relations, pp. 100-23 and by the same author, The Colour Question in the Portuguese Empire, 1415-1825, in: Proceedings of the British Academy, 47 (London) 1961 , pp. 130-37, and The Portuguese Seaborne Empire, 1415 -1825 , London 1969 ; A. J. R. R u s s e 11 -Wood, Class, Creed, and Colour in Colonial Bahia: A Study in Prejudice, in: Race, 9, 2 (October, 1967) , pp. 133-57 and Colonial Brazil in David W. C o h e η and Jack P. Greene (editors), Neither Slave nor Free. The Freedmen of African Descent in the Slave Societies of the New World, Baltimore 1972, pp. 84-133 . For a reappraisal of conditions in Spanish America, see Jaime J a r a m i 11 o Uribe, Esclavos y señores en la sociedad colombiana del siglo XVIII, in: Anuario colombiano de historia social y de la cultura, 1 (1963), pp. 3-62. approach have been diminished by the all too common practice of adopting jargon or techniques without adequate preliminary study of the theoretical bases on which these are founded. The pitfall of over reliance on quantitative techniques has been exemplified by the controversy generated by Time on the Cross once this came under scholarly scrutiny. A valuable gain from sudi experimentation has been the emphasis placed on nonelitist history and the broadening of the parameters of history as a discipline. The history of the slave trade from the nutritional, epidemiological, demographic, and economic aspects has largely been rewritten thanks to scholars such as Philip C u r t i η , Roger A η s t e y, Johannes Ρ ο s t m a , Phillip L e V e e η , and Pierre Ver- A third area of scholarly reappraisal concerns the African cultures in the New World. Sociologists, anthropologists, linguists, and historians have run the gamut from denying any African dimension in the evolution of New World societies to seeing any cultural manifestation reminiscent of an African heritage as a "survival". Early excesses have given way to more balanced assessment of the African legacy to the Americas and the role of the Afro-American during the colonial and independence periods. For the most part, African traditions, beliefs, and patterns of behavior underwent modifications, adapting to new social, economic, human, and ecological environments. Rather than viewing such modification as indicative of a weakened African legacy, scholars have come to view adaptive capacity as evidence of the strength and continuity of African beliefs and life styles in the Americas. Time on the Cross (1974) by Robert F o g e 1 and Stanley Engerm a η , and Eugene Genovese's Roll, Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (1974) have, in their very different ways, demonstrated black achievement in a slavocratic society. Herbert G u t m a η ' s The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1750-1925 represents the fusion of the traditional with the innovative in research techniques, scholarly enquiry, and interpretation. The result is a major contribution to an area of slavery largely ignored by scholars: the slave family in history. Its publication represents a landmark in the historiography not only of the United States, but of the Americas. G u t m a η ' s thesis and its ramifications reach into the past, present, and future of the United States, but hold lessons for the score or so of republics in the Americas which count populations of African descent. He tilts at Diniel Patrick Moynihan's The Negro Family in America: The Case for National Action (1965) and then current scholarship on which it was based. Such conventional views on slavery and the slave family, although not so forcefully and concisely expressed as in The Negro Family, were shared by sdiolars of Spanish and Portuguese America. Briefly summarized these views were: slave women had no concept of sexual honor and gave themselves freely to an owner, his sons, or fellow blacks; slaves were licentious and promiscuous; blacks (to quote a Brazilian proverb) "join but do not marry"; the fruits of such fleeting unions were illegitimate offspring; family life and kinship ties had been destroyed by sales, master's opposition and the internal slave trade in some regions of Spanish and Portuguese America; those few slave households there were, were matrifocal and for the most part children were reared in the absence of the father. Two further commonly held views may be added: that slaves exercised no decision-making capacity and were devoid of established sets of values, beliefs, or modes governing behavior, mimetically following domestic arrangements, life styles, and naming arrangements advocated by owners; secondly, that blacks lacked the capability to adapt to so-called (in the words of Nina Rodrigues) "civilizations of superior races". Students of Latin American history, no less than those of the United States, have been drummed into a state of numbness by such assertions being repeated by one "authority" after another.
Enter Herbert George G u t m a n. He asserts that in the United States blacks, be they slaves or freedmen, maintained beliefs and values which governed domestic behavior, patterns of courtship, sexual alliances, and mating. Prénuptial sexual activity was not symptomatic of unbridled sexual licence. Premarital offspring or bridal pregnancy did not imply the absence of sexual standards, nor did they preclude subsequent stable marriages. There were strong social sanctions against promiscuity or marital infidelity. Group pressures among the black community were brought to bear against those lapsing into adultery or fornication. Taboos rooted in exogamous beliefs precluded blacks from following the predominant custom among whites of endogamy and the prevalence of marrying cousins. For blacks exogamy served to maintain, strengthen, and widen kin ties. Slave marriages were stable and permanent. For the most part, children grew up in large families. The typical slave family was doubleheaded, viz with father and mother, and the former played an active role in the life of the family. G u t m a η challenges the widely held notion that slaves were mimetic. In sudi matters as completed slave families and early childbirth, there may have been a coincidence between the aspirations of owner and slaves, but slave women were capable of acting in accord with their own beliefs and independent of an owner's demands. By contraception, abortion, or the withholding of sexual information the slave woman made decisions governing her own actions. Sudi independence and the defining of an Afro-American identity and culture untouched by restraints imposed by owners or overseers were exemplified by the setting up of kinship ties. Familial or consanguineals, infra-and inter-generational, real or fictive, kinship links proved strong and enduring. They were reinforced by naming practices which sought to link different generations of blood kin as well as to reinforce ties among members of en-larged kin groups. Far from adopting a master's name mimetically, Gutman illustrates how slaves exercised a range of options independent of an owner. Offspring were named after blood kin, or were given names linking them to earlier generations of Afro-Americans. Such naming practices strengthened kinship ties and imparted a sense of corporate identity. G u t m a η goes further. He maintains that distinctions between the states of single, married, or engaged, patterns of sexual behavior, domestic arrangements, and kinships ties, had been the products of a process of adaptive social and cultural change rooted in a system of values and beliefs shared by Afro-Americans. Transmitted from generation to generation, these came to comprise a cumulative collective experience. Such characteristics were shared by plantation slaves over the entire American south in the 1840s and 1850s despite differences of time, place, and economic context. G u t m a η has tested the validity of his thesis in two ways: first, by examining slaves from six plantation communities with varying characteristics; secondly, by testing the preservation of beliefs and values and the viability of mechanismus of adaptation when confronted by external circumstances over which the slave could exercise no control.
Any scholar who has jousted with the history of non-elite groups in the Americas is daunted by two problems: a dearth of information about sudi groups even in their public activities, let alone in their private domestic lives; secondly, information so fragmentary as to preclude any survey over an extended period of time. All too often sudi difficulties are reflected in the absence of a sense of development or in the synchronic presentation of a series of disjointed facts. For colonial Spanish and Portuguese America, the problem is compounded by the virtual absence of writings by blacks or mulattos who, in many regions, comprised a demographic majority. Assertions as to the value systems and beliefs of this majority remain largely speculative 5 . Gutman has drawn from sources whose richness and variety can only excite the jealousy of colleagues working on slavery or family history outside the United States. It is to be hoped that his example will stim-5 ) A. J. R. R u s s e 11 -W o o d, Black and Mulatto Brotherhoods in Colonial Brazil: A Study in Collective Behavior, in: Hispanic American Historical Review, 54, 4 (November, 1974), pp. 574-75, 595-97 , and Stuart B. Schwartz, Resistance and Accommodation in Eighteenth-Century Brazil: "The Slaves" View of Slavery, idem, 57, 1 (February, 1977), pp. 69-81. ulate research into archives and plantation records still preserved in private hands. His skillful use of correspondence between slaves and freedman has breathed life into genealogical evidence, census data, and the records of the Union Army and the Freedmen's Bureau.
The corner-stone of Gutman's account is a birth register for the Good Hope plantation in South Carolina for the period 1760-1857. This register touches every aspect of the Afro-American experience from birth in Africa, through enslavement, plantation slavery in the Americas, emancipation, and rebirth as freedmen. Sudi evidence has permitted G u t m a η to adopt an enlarged time perspective. Conclusions based on Good Hope records as to the development over time of an AfroAmerican culture have been tested against five other plantation communities. These afford examples of differences of location (Louisiana, Virginia, Alabama, North Carolina), crops (tobacco, cotton, sugar), ownership (resident, absentee), size, age, and varying degrees of economic stability. In äll communities, with some minor exceptions, slaves acted uniformly in their domestic arrangements and in their adherence to shared beliefs.
Distruption of slave families resulting from the shift in slave populations from the Upper to the Lower South between 1790 and 1860 provides a further yardstick against which to test the resilience of this Afro-American culture in circumstances over which the slave had no control. Despite forced migration of several hundred thousand men, women, and children, it would appear from marriage registration books kept by the Union Army clergy and records of cotton plantations in Alabama and Mississippi that "slave cultures" and beliefs not only travelled from the Upper to the Lower South but were preserved intact. Shared beliefs, traditional domestic arrangements, and an AfroAmerican culture inherited from parents and grandparents provided transplanted slaves with a stable point of reference. Slaves demonstrated their capacity to adapt to the new reality, for example by the socialization of offspring by parents to prepare them for the trauma of separation, by the establishment of fictive kinsmen, or by resorting to unusual marital arrangements. Such was the strength of this cumulative slave culture that not only did its traditions, mores, and beliefs survice forced sales; emancipation and resulting freedom of choice were to have no impact on traditional domestic arrangements. On the contrary, once restraints had been lifted Afro-American modes of behavior were reaffirmed even more strongly. One example was the rejection by ex-slaves of field labor by their -wives. This was to contribute to a labor scarcity experienced by white employers in the South after emancipation.
The last four chapters of the first part of The Black Family look at the larger social and cultural significance of the behavioral patterns so far described. Slave naming patterns reinforce conclusions derived from other evidence as to the concerted efforts among Afro-Americans to strenghten ties between immediate family and enlarged kin groupings. That a child's legal status was determined by the mother led owners only to acknowledge uterine descent among slave holdings. Scholars, for their part, have tended to belittle the role of the slave father. G u t m a η has shown that by regularly naming sons after slave fathers parents sought to emphasize the importance of the father. Naming practices illustrated the extent to which slaves acted according to beliefs which were often at variance with those of their owners. G u t m a η revises current views as to slave surnames. Far from being mimetic or owner-dominated in their choices, after 1720 slaves over the entire South were taking surnames different from those of their masters. In making the selection, slaves consciously sought to preserve ties to their families of origin or to assert an identity independent of the family of their master. Slaves carried these surnames with them into freedom.
Naming practices asserted the "sheer importance of kinship " (p. 197) , establishing connective links across generations from grandparents to grandchildren, while setting up the mechanism for establishing links to enlarged networks of aunts and uncles. These were reinforced by fictive kin ties. " Aunts" and "uncles" represented an extension to the greater society of the obligation to meet responsibilities which would normally have been borne solely by kin connected by blood or marriage. Be they real or quasi, kin obligations often transcended the immediate family, and afforded protection to children pre and post emancipation. In the strength of such ties lies at least a partial explanation of why, after emancipation, ex-slaves chose to remain in a familial and local social setting. Viewed against this background of kinship, discussions as to the motives behind slave resistance and flight will have to be rephrased. Maltreatment by owners remained an obvious factor, but potential runaways had to weigh this against the conscious decision to leave kith and kin. Similarly, despite restrictions imposed by slavery, slaves sought to maintain marriage ceremonies or substitute rituals in the preservation of a cohesive slave family. In short, by forging fictive or real kinship ties and in their efforts to preserve the stability and cohesion of the family, slaves were acting independently of owners and in accord with norms of behavior of a cumulative Afro-American culture.
The second part strikes into new territory while serving as a further test of the general conclusions concerning behavioral norms and beliefs among Afro-Americans. Here the focus is on the ex-slaves. The adaptive capacity of the Afro-American and the resilience of slave values were challenged by the Civil War and its aftermath, the voluntary migration in 1880 sometimes referred to as the "Great Exodus", and migrations to the urban North from the rural South in the early twentieth century. Census returns suggest that, despite sudi disruptive forces, the black family preserved its traditional cohesion. Differences of status and location notwithstanding, the overall conclusion is that familial and kin obligations, beliefs, and domestic arrangements which had been present among plantation slaves in the English North American colonies prior to the American Revolution survived intact and were present in Harlem on the eve of the Great Depression. Such deeply inborn values had enabled first the slave and then the freedman to adapt to changing social, political, and economic realities. At no time in this continuum had "white America" broken the will of the black by destroying the black family, asMoynihan had maintained; nor was there evidence to support his sweeping assertions about the disorganization of the black family and the resulting "tangle of pathology" in the black community. According to G u t m a η , whatever the legacies of slavery may have been, clearly the deterioration of the biadi family in its broadest sense was not one of the bequests to later generations of Afro-Americans. Despite four major migrations, the domestic arrangements and belief systems of Afro-Americans from the period preceding the American Revolution through to the Great Depression could be described in two words: continuity and confirmity.
By his rigorous scholarship, his firm grasp of the broad sweeps and the delicate nuances of his subject, the reassuring melding of quantitative evidence with literary sources, and a directness of language and dynamic style, G u t m a η will suck all but the most recalcitrant into the vortex of his description, analysis, and thesis. Repetitions and restatements, the sheer mass of supporting evidence, and the bombardment of the reader with facts and examples, compel acquiescence. But doubts there are which remain unallayed and questions there are which go unanswered. On the matter of evidence alone, some will argue that six plantations are not an adequate sample on which to base sweeping generalizations about the black family over a span of 250 years. Nor do federal and state censuses for the rural and urban South in 1880 and 1900 and for New York City in 1905 and 1925 provide adequate data on kinship patterns in the post emancipation era. Although kinship is central to much of the discussion, no assessment is made of differing attitudes on the part of slaves to members of kin groups, real or fictive, who were relatively nearer or more distant from the immediate family. G u t m a η ' s enthusiasm over the Good Hope plantation birth register -"this unusually important document" (note 2, p. 556) -is understandable. But the subsequent plantation by plantation approach leaves the reader with a sense of déjà vu and apprehensive that further examples, while admittedly selected from different contexts, serve no purpose other than to rubberstamp conclusions based on this single register.
There is a sameness to the evidence and G u t m a η has not strayed far from his sources. Enquiry has been stifled on two broader but none the less substantive issues. In his preoccupation with slaves, ex-slaves, and the development of an Afro-American culture, G u t m a η has paid little attention to the owners, who contributed at the very least to the physical environment of black families. No less important to the black family is health, largely ignored by G u t m a η because his sources contain little or no bio-medical information. Certainly we now know more about the black family than about the lower class white family at certain periods in the history of the United States.
As with all things bright and beautiful, the absence of counter indications and evidence contrary to the overall thrust of the thesis is disquieting. Some few examples will suffice. The presence of singleparent households over the entire family cycle on the Stirling plantation is so atypical as to deserve more than an explanation based on speculation rather than fact (pp. 104-05, 115-17) . We learn that "far more children were born prior to settled unions among the Stirling than among the Good Hope slaves" (p. 115), but that this may merely reflect inadequate information available to those recording births is a less than satisfactory reason. First-generation Good Hope slave families were significantly smaller than those of later generations. Over time this was to distinguish the Good Hope from the Stirling community, but no analysis is made of possible factors which could account for this difference. The Cedar Vale plantation reinforced familial and social aspects present in the Good Hope and Stirling communities -with one important exception: fewer children were bom before their parents' marriages than in the other two communities (p. 124). Why? Nor is any explanation provided as to why slave women on the Bennehan-Cameron plantation in Orange County, North Carolina, had a first child at a significantly younger age than did the other slaves studied (p. 171).
The hinge on which G u t m a η ' s thesis turns is the development among black Americans of a viable slave culture with its own values, domestic practices, and behavioral norms. The shaping of this culture had been in response to initial enslavement, and it was to be susceptible to adaptations as demanded by changes in external circumstances which affected the slave community. It has been estimated that some 170,600 slaves were imported into British North America before 1760®. The formative period of Afro-American culture preceded by several decades the War of Independence. And yet it is precisely for this pivotal period that G u t m a η is weak. That the BennehanCameron community of 1776 may have included some African-born slaves and that some were probably the children of Africans is more than plausible. Few would disagree with his assertion that "it is among these and other eighteenth-century African and Afro-American slaves that the early Afro-American roots of the common familial and social behavior found among slaves nearly a century later are located " (p. 169) . But a caveat is in order. By virtue of the evidence, G u t m a η ' s focus is on the few decades preceding emancipation and its immediate aftermath. He has projected backwards from this era a version of Afro-American culture, whose salient features can be well documented for a century. That the cultural roots of the 1860s lay in the 1760s and that there was a cultural continuum over a century is supported by the Good Hope and Bennehan-Cameron plantation registers. But by the 1760s Afro-American culture was already in what might be referred to as the late formative period. Indeed, taking these two slave communities as examples, it could well be argued that Afro-American culture had evolved through to the full manifestation of its major characteristics and by 1760 had readied a stage of development which ") Curtin, The Atlantic Slave Trade, table 65, facing p. 217.
was no longer formative. The registers of neither community cast light on the responses and adaptive capabilities shown by Africans toward slavery as practiced by British settlers on the North American mainland prior to 1760. On scanty evidence, G u t m a η attempts a further backward projection from the 1760s, ignoring the fact that by then the process of "creolization" and the melding of African and AngloAmerican beliefs and social mores had already occurred. Initial contacts between the African and the British settler go undescribed and no more than blurred images are gained of the subsequent stages of a dynamic evolution which _ Afro-American culture must have undergone in the first five decades of the eighteenth century.
Adherence to certain beliefs and an emphasis on kin networks were central to the formation of Afro-American culture. Random references from the 1720s, 1730s, and 1740s suggest that some West African beliefs and practices were transported to the Americas and manifested themselves on the North American mainland. Less clear arc the answers to basic questions. How far may the adaptive capacity of Africans in the New World be regarded as innovative in nature or was it no more than a capability already developed in response to the institution of slavery within Africa? Kinship and the preservation of inherited beliefs and values are of critical importance to migrant groups in general (e. g. Italian and Chinese communities in the United States). What components distinguished the beliefs and standards of the West African in the formation of an Afro-American culture from a general "creolization" process undergone by migrants? How important was the distinction between forced and voluntary migration in determining the process of adaptation to the New World? How important was the institution of slavery itself and racial factors in making the Afro-American cultural formation a unique experience? Until more is known about the early decades of the eighteenth century, can a meaningful distinction be made between a cumulative slave experience and a set of values and behavioral norms transmitted from generation to generation? A firmer basis for discussion could be established of answers to these questions and information on three aspects alone were forthcoming: West African familial life and the importance of kinship to society and to the administrative hierarchy in Africa 7 ; domestic arrangements and beliefs among black slaves on the North American mainland in the years preceding 1750; the extent to which slaves had immediate origins (e. g. the "West Indies) other than West Africa. Finally, the Afro-American culture described in The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom is being examined within the narrow parameters represented by the family. This forms but one aspect of the multifaceted historical reality of the African experience in mainland English America. The true test of Gutman's thesis and conclusions may well rest beyond the shores of mainland North America. Further studies on "slavery" (especially within the African continent) across time and space, not merely as an institution but as regards beliefs, values, and patterns of behavior are essential. Only then can the adaptive capacity attributed by G u t m a η to Afro-Americans be placed in context; and only then will it become evident if this was an uniquely Afro-American phenomenon within the geographical and social context of the English colonies on the North American mainland, or an adaptive capability common to enslaved or opressed groups. More detailed research on the East African slave trade and on African migration to Asia and settlement primarily in India, may provide further points of reference for future discussion of the development of Afro-American culture in North America. Comparisons to Latin America may be revealing, especially for the early period. After the first English landfalls at Jamestown and Plymouth some 12 and 20 years respectively were to lapse before the appearance of bladk slaves, but in Spanish America blacks were contemporaneous with conquest and in Portuguese America from an early period of plantation agriculture the black was regarded as an indispensable presence. It may well be that Spanish and Portuguese sources may provide evidence on the early formative period of Afro-American culture, while also providing yardsticks against which to test the validity of Gutman's thesis. Moreover, they contain references to a fascinating area not treated by G u t m a η , viz AfroAmerindian relations 8 . Once the historian ventures beyond the English-speaking world of plantation slavery, he is on less sure ground. He must grapple with the problem of semantics on the one hand, and on the other with the difficulties of pinpointing those components and combinations of components which form part of the make up of what is referred to in English as "slavery". Acceptance of a "Western" model (usually based on plantation-slavery in the Caribbean and North America) for slavery has resulted in the establishment of a set of criteria which are, for the most part, wholly inapplicable to non-American societies. Blurred as it is by the racial component, in this regard the American experience represents a variant rather than a norm. The conceptual framework provided by Igor Kopytoff and Suzanne M i e r s, viewing internal African slavery as an institution of marginality, is of great significance. The concept of 'rights-in-persons', emphasis on the relationship of the individual to the kin group, and their enquiries into the varying methods of socialization into servility in Africa have farreaching implications not only for future studies of internal African slavery, but also for the establishment of the necessary foundations for the study of Afro-American cultures in the New World 9 .
Although all too often considered as representing a so-called "Western" model, by the very diversity of its manifestations "slavery" in the Americas defies reduction to a stereotype. Whereas typologies of colonization and settlement have been proposed, based on European experiences in the Caribbean and continental America, scholars have evinced less willingness to set up typologies embracing those components which comprise "slavery" in different regions and at different periods of European colonization. Only once "deviants" and "norms" have been scrutinized under the historical lens (resulting inevitably in fresh points of contrast and comparison) will it be possible to make an evaluation as to the uniqueness or commonplace nature of the development of Afro-American culture in the English North American colonies and in the United States. The 399,000 slaves of West African origin estimated to have been imported into British North America between 1701 and 1870, and their descendants, have been the focus of scholarly attention totally out of proportion to their numerical importance in overall imports of slaves into continental America. In the same period alone, slave imports into Spanish America have been placed at 1,184,600 and into Brazil at 3,036,800. Imports into British North America account for only 4.2 per cent of slaves brought to the Caribbean and American mainland during the three and a half centuries of the Atlantic trade 10 . No systematic study of the black family in Spanish or Portuguese America has been made. Gutman's researches for mainland North America prompt consideration in the Latin American context of his views on the development of Afro-American culture. Emphasis will be placed on that period for which Gutman's sources are least satisfactory, viz the colonial era. This enlarged geographical perspective will provide further points of reference for Gutman's generalizations based on British North America, while suggesting new avenues for research on the black family in the Americas.
Slave marriages and slave families were recognized, and in varying degrees protected, under Spanish, French, and Portuguese law. The thirteenth century codification known as the Siete Partidas provided guidelines for slave legislation in the Spanish colonies. These were as follows: slaves could marry each other, and even a free person, provided the latter were informed that the other party was a slave; slaves could marry without an owner's consent, provided they continued to serve the owner; married slaves could not be sold separately, if this would ,( >) C u r t i η, The Atlantic Slave Trade, table 77, facing p. 269. C u r t i η ' s estimates are revised upwards (Brazil, 38 per cent; Spanish America, 17 per cent; F rend» Caribbean, 17 per cent; British Caribbean, 17 per cent; United States, 6 per cent; Dutch, Danish, and Swedish Caribbean, 6 per cent) for slave imports to the New World in the period 1500-1870 by William Fogel and Stanley L. Ε η -german, Time on the Cross, 2 vols., Boston 1974, vol. 1, figure 1, p. 14. See also C u r t i η ' s modifications to his own estimates, Measuring the Atlantic Slave Trade, in: Engerman and Genovese, Race and Slavery, prevent them from living as man and wife; if slave partners had different owners, access for the exercise of conjugal rights could not be denied by an owner and every effort should be made to induce one of the owners to sell his or her slave so that couple could live together. Neither the Código Negro Carolino promulgated in Santo Domingo in 1785 nor the Spanish Slave Code of 1789, while promoting marriage among slaves in the colonies, afforded protection against separation of mother and child. In contrast the Code Noir (1685), while sharing some of the provisions of Spanish legislation, was protective of the slave family and imposed penalties against owners who sought to separate husband and wife and sell offspring under the age of puberty. The Louisiana Code of 1806 was equally protective of the slave family, ruling that children under the age of ten could not be separated from their mothers. In the Lusitanian world, codifications of 1446, 1521 and 1603 made no references to slave marriages or slave families. The welter of "extravagant" legislation, decrees, royal orders, and memoranda sent to crown representatives in Brazil rarely dwells on domestic arrangements of slaves. In Portuguese America slave couples and their families could depend less on the word of the law for the protection of family stability and preservation of marital unions than on the attitudes of State and Church to provide sanctions against inhumane treatment by masters. Protection under the law for slave families was only legislated in Brazil in 1869 n .
In general terms the crowns of Spain and Portugal and ecclesiastical policies in their empires in the Americas were supportive of slave marriages and the protection of slave families. Crown concern was generated less by altruistic disinterest in the social and moral welfare of slaves than by hard realization that slaves settled in permanent unions and with families were likely to be more productive and less prone to threaten the social and economic status quo by flight or rebellion were single slaves with no familial obligations. Churchmen were exhorted to baptize and instruct slaves in the Catholic doctrine, provide the Church's blessing for unions between slaves, and ensure that slaves were accorded decent burials. An exception to this otherwise generally favorable climate of official opinion concerned interracial marriages, when they were between whites and blacks or between blacks and Amerindians. Church encouragement for owners to regularize their illicit unions with slaves met with crown disapproval, based on the following grounds, inter alia: official acknowledgment that marriage by a slave to a freed person was one avenue to freedom, not only for a slave mother but for her offspring; increase of a free mulatto population; recognition that a marriage in which one party was white (usually male) and the other black enhanced the prestige of the latter, improving her status and that, of her offspring, and that any such social betterment was at variance with slave origins. In 1726 Dom Joäo V attempted to halt interracial concubinage or marriage by ruling that only whites -husbands or widowers of white women -shold be eligible to be town councillors in Brazil 12 . Civil and ecclesiastical authorities also opposed sexual unions between blacks and Amerindians. Repeated Spanish royal decress forbad blacks from living in Amerindian villages. In Brazil a 1755 law declaring the enslavement of Amerindians to be illegal, specifically excluded Amerindian-black offspring born of black slaves. Pombaline legislation promoting mar-riages between Amerindians and white settlers denied benefits or concessions to Amerindians who married blacks 18 . Despite such official opposition in both empires the numbers of interracial marriages increased during the colonial period. Policies concerning slave marriages and slave families were tempered in their effective implementation by colonial realities. Enforcement of laws, royal edicts, or rulings of ecclesiastical courts, proved difficult in general and well nigh impossible in regions removed from administrative centers. Whatever restraints may have been imposed by the letter of the law on owners in their treatment of slaves, in reality the owner's will was supreme and his wishes not to be gainsayed. In sixteenth and seventeenth century Spanish Peru, owners disregarded precepts forbidding opposition to slave marriages, division of slave families, or denial of conjugal rights to slave couples. The situation was no better in colonial Mexico. Owners forced slaves to marry against their will, raped wives and daughters, and separated slave families. Examples from Portuguese America illustrate a similar indifference by owners toward domestic arrangements among slaves. In short, evidence from Spanish, Portuguese, and French colonies in the Americas and the Caribbean supports the generally held view that owners abused slave parents and their offspring physically and psychologically and that disruption of slave families was largely owner-inspired 14 . This is offspring would enhance an owner's capital holdings 18 . This explains why fornication often went unpunished whereas adultery among slaves, which could threaten stability and productivity, was punished harshly.
Opportunities for slaves in Spanish and Portuguese America to marry were limited by factors other than the degree of cooperation shown by a master. Demography and sexual imbalance were important determinants. In such disparate areas as rural Peru in the early seventeenth century or in the mining regions of Brazil a century later, there was an overwhelming predominance of black males 19 . Environment (rural or urban), occupation (mining, plantation agriculture, small holding subsistence cultivation, cattle ranching) and skills (mechanical trades, para-medical knowledge) had bearing on opportunities for mobility and for marriage. Ecclesiastical bureaucracy in both empires posed a formidable hurdle for slaves faced with meeting such prerequisites as furnishing proof that both partners were single, and free of the traditional impediments to marriage. Slaves also had to contend with the rapacity of secular clergy. Complaints that churchmen charged exorbitant fees for officiating at baptisms, funerals, and marriages were as endemic as they were well founded in both empires. Not without cause did one governor of Minas Gérais refer to the "Doctrine of the Mineral Church" based on avarice, ambition, and selfinterest. Finally, in many areas slaves faced difficulties of transportation and lacked the flexibility in determining their own movements which would enable them to gain ready access to a priest. Whites and freedmcn of color were no less the victims of these circumstances than were slaves. Civilian administrators and ecclesiastical dignitaries alike commented on the few marriages contracted by white colonists in Spanish and Portuguese America. Exhortations that colonists should sanctify their illicit unions, thereby providing an example, fell on deaf ears 20 .
In Spanish and Portuguese America these factors militated against the solemization of slave marriages by the Church, No systematic study of slave beliefs or domestic arrangements in colonial Latin America has been made, but Gutman's researches suggest guidelines for what at the present state of scholarship can be no more than a tentative survey. Consciouness of their African ethnic heritage was strong among blacks in Latin America. Limited evidence available for colonial Peru suggests that blacks showed, a preference for members of their own ethnic group when it came to the choise of a marriage partner. Taboos based on "ritual kinship", be this derived from the circumstance of being transported on the same ship to the New World or belonging to the same group of runaway slaves, may have eliminated potential partners from consideration 21 . The evidence is inadequate as to exogamous patterns in the Americas being derived from an African belief system. A contemporary study of Cottica Djuka society in Surinam notes that "in former times their society was strictly exogamous", and intralineage marriages would have brought down the wrath of the gods on the two parties. Certainly exogamy could have provided one manner in which the slave could have escaped his or her immediate social environment. If this single example from Surinam were to be confirmed by examples from elsewhere in Spanish and Portuguese America it would provide support for Gutman's views that exogamy provides an instance of the continuation in the Americas of part of a system of beliefs adhered to in West Africa where exogamy was the norm. In Spanish and Portuguese America, no less than in the English colonies, slaves would have been acting in direct contrast to the endogamous marriage pattern predominating among white colonists 22 . Later, when considering the decision-making capacity of slaves, we shall have occasion to note that the choice of marriage partner from a different plantation could be dictated for a variety of reasons. Little is known about the beliefs of slaves in colonial Latin America concerning courtship and marriage. Even Freyre's The Masters and the Slaves is silent on the subject. In the light of Gutman's insights into courting behavior and prénuptial and bridal pregnancies, the fact that 19 per cent of total females sold in the Lima slave mart between 1560 and 1650 were mothers or were pregnant at the time of sale takes on added interest and may be susceptible to new interpretations. Data on subsequent marriages by these pregnant females are not available. Nor is adequate information available on Afro-Amerindian sexual relationship, both within marriage and otherwise, and whether courting styles between blacks were also followed when one of the parties was an Amerindian 23 . Slaves resorted to witchcraft or folk practices to enhance sexuality or further amorous overtures. Charms, amulets, and trinkets imbued with supernatural powers were worn. Special qualities were attributed to mystical herbs, taken in infusions or ground up into fine powder and applied to the body or clothes. Specific objects -a crow's head and feathers, the eyes of a swallow, earth taken from mountains or cemeteries -were used by slaves to induce love in another person. Despite tribal differences, probably such practices had African origins. Doubtless slaves, no less than whites, availed themselves of saints such as Saint Anthony reputed to favor love and marriage 24 .
The Bahian saying that "Negroes do not marry; they just live together" has been accepted at face value as applying not only to modern Brazil but to the colony and empire 25 . But the Brazilian proverb throws no light on forms of marriage, be they Latin American counterparts to jumping over a broomstick, ceremonies performed according to African traditions, or marriages sanctified by Catholic priests. Whether such unions constituted African "survivals" or creole practices remains moot. Spasmodic demographic data suggest that comparatively few slaves were married by the Church in colonial Latin America. The incidence of slave marriages in rural and urban areas of Peru was low in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. A sample of slaves of marriageable age sold in Lima in the years 1560-1650 indicates that only 5.5 per cent (122) and 9.5 per cent (161) of males and females respectively were listed as married. A further 67 slave families were sold as units, but the proportion still remained low. Testamentary evidence bears out these general findings, although in the 26-35 years age group there was an increase with 13 per cent of males and 16.6 per cent of females being married. Systematic analysis of records for one parish in Sâo Paulo from 1770-1850 shows that slave marriages performed each year averaged between 21 and 25 for the last decades of the eighteenth century, with a progressive decline in the first half of the nineteenth century. Henry Köster, who visited Brazil in the early nineteenth century, observed: "slaves of Brazil are regularly married according to the forms of the Catholic church", but this gives no indication as to the frequency of such marriages 26 . In a very different area of the Americas -the Antilles -in the year 1835 only 28 marriages were recorded among some 240,000 slaves on Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Réunion. Here, as elsewhere, the incidence of slave marriages varied from region to region, and it was alleged that slave marriages had been more frequent on Martinique in the eighteenth century. In the Dutch Caribbean, Catholic clergy were allowed to baptize and indoctrinate slaves, but not to officiate at marriages. The result was widespread clandestine marriages. Altough performed by a priest, such marriages were not recognized by the civil authorities, in contrast to Spanish and Portuguese practices 27 .
Be they known as palenques, quilombos, mocambos, cumbes, mambises, patucos, or rochelas, communities of runaway slaves were established in Spanish and Portuguese America. While many were of a fleeting nature, others -of which the example of Palmares in the northeast of Brazil is an outstanding example -survived for half a century or more despite raids by colonial authorities. Whether African cultural norms predominated, or there was creolization in the development of an Afro-American culture bore directly on the form of marriage ceremonies performed in such communities free from the restraints of slavery and of official Catholicism. Palmares, described by one scholar as "an African state in Brazil", was the subject of an eye-witness report by Fernao Carrilho who led expeditions against the community in 1676-77, 1683 and 1686. The capitäomor noted: "There is a cápela, to which they flock whenever time allows, and imágenes to whidi they direct their worship... One of the most crafty, whom they venerate as paroco, baptizes and marries them. Baptismals are, however, not identical with the form determined by the Church and the marriage is singularly close to laws of nature." Chronic sexual imbalance in such communities prompted raids on neighboring plantations with the specific object of capturing females, and there is evidence to suggest that marital stability was not unknown among runaways. Only once more information becomes available on the internal social organization of sudi communities will it be possible to ascertain whether marriages performed in the "chapels" with were often present were performed according to Catholic or African precepts. The Malinke, known in Brazil as the Malês, practiced marriage ceremonies presided over by their own leader known as lemane, and which showed Islamic influence 28 .
Despite the paucity of evidence currently available, scholarly reassessment of familial types and domestic arrangements in the Spanish and Portuguese speaking Americas is long overdue. Recent analysis has challenged the widely held view that the patriarchal extended family was the predominant family type among whites in colonial Bra- zil and was primarily responsible for the transmission to, and continuation of, Portuguese cultural traditions in the New World 28 . For its part the slave family has largely been ignored by historians of colonial Latin America. Discussion may focus on three aspects: family types; the role of the woman in the slave household; the degree of stability and duration of slave marriages.
Among maroon communities it appears that domestic arrangements ran the gamut from polygamy to monogamy. A historian writing at the end of the eighteenth century about Jamaica noted "Polygamy too, with their other African customs, prevailed among the Maroons universally. Some of their principal men claimed from two to six wives..In counterdistinction, recent study of a mocambo in eighteenth century Bahia, suggests that the close correlation between numbers of adults and numbers of houses may indicate a monogamous marital pattern 80 . Gilberto F r e y r e has referred to the sexual and family life of the Big House as being characterized by "polygamous patriarchalism" ,but fails to provide examples from the senzala, or slave quarters. Certainly examples may be cited to support the contention that there were double-headed slave families, viz with father and mother present, in the slavocratic societies of Spanish and Portuguese America. But the pressures of slavery militated against integrated family types among slaves* 1 . Discussion of domestic and familial arrangements of slaves must center on the role and status of the mother. The institution of slavery, owners' whims, and prevailing mores in colonial Spanish and Portuguese America exerted on slave woman a series of socio-sexual pressures. These militated against an integrated slave family, viz father, mother, and offspring. The enhancement of the role of the mother and a tendency for slave families to be matrifocal resulted. Separation of husband and wife meant that former became an object of affection, but ceased to be a physical presence in many a slave family. The "law of the womb" prevailed; children inherited the status of the mother. When members of a slave family were sold separately, it was common practice for offspring to be sold with the mother rather than the father. In addition, her very sex placed the slave woman under pressures, while opening to her a range of options denied to male slaves. The status of being married, regardless of whether this had been blessed by the Churdi or was an aternate form of marriage (common law, etc.) did not provide for the slave woman those privileges and recognition of her new-found status accorded to the white woman. She was not protected from overtures to adultery or concubinage made by white owners. Interracial adultery or concubinage resulted in a higher incidence of households headed by slave women. The benefits of such arrangements were tangible, not only for the mother but for her offspring. Concubinage or adultery with a white male could enhance the likelihood of mother and offspring gaining manumission. Furthermore, there was generally held acknowledgment of the desirability on the part of blacks to "whiten". A slave female had more to gain from being a white man's concubine than a black man's wife; her offspring would reap the social benefits of lighter pigmentation. Finally, to be married at all could be a status symbol for whites and blacks alike 32 . If Gutman's views on the emphasis placed on marriage within AfroAmerican belief patterns are accepted, this social factor would apply no less to slaves than to whites. Marriage -no less than wealth, pigmentation, language ability, place of birth, privilege, and religionbecame yet another instrument which divided rather than integrated colonial society in Latin America.
No comprehensive typology of family forms, let alone for slave families has been established for colonial Spanish and Portuguese America. Donald Ramos' study of colonial Vila Rica is a pioneering, revisionist analysis of the Luso-Brazilian family and his conclusions are relevant to our examination of family forms. He shows that only 5.3 per cent of housefuls could be described as comprising patriarchal, extended families: among the heads of these housefuls, non-whites predominated (44.2 per cent mulatto, 5.1 per cent cabra, 37.0 per cent black). Two thirds of these heads of housefuls had apparently never married and of these the majority were single women. The "matrifocal family" (otherwise designated as the incomplete family or partial family) was the norm rather than the exception, regardless of color or civil status. Partial evidence suggests that 90 per cent of female heads of housefuls were non whites. If this sample is representative, evidently marriage was far from being a cohesive force uniting families in colonial Brazil. Recent studies of family organization in the Caribbean tend to reinforce this view. Normative distinctions between concubinage and marriage evaporate. Incidence of matrifocality becomes determined by prevailing social, economic, and demographic conditions, and is a product of slavocratic societies in particular where mating characteristics gave unusual prominence to interracial liaisons. In this respect Latin America demands a set of evaluative criteria totally distinct from those applicable to British North America. Portuguese and Spanish America afford examples of a different form of adaptive behavior by slaves and free blacks and demonstrate the importance of regional, social, cultural, and economic contexts in determining the type of response by the black population. Indeed, the context rather than the strength of comulative slave beliefs and values appears to have been all-important 33 .
Formal definition of the type of union becomes of secondary importance to the degree of permanence it afforded to the parties concerned and the stability it provided for their offspring. When dealing with unions between slaves, differentiating aspects such as social, racial, or economic incompatibility, cease to be relevant. Slaves remained beyond the parameters of the social hierarchy prevailing among white societies in Spanish and Portuguese America. Evidence is contradictory. Instances of forced separation of husbands from wives and children from parents can be matched by examples of stability among married couples and their families. Bowser cites examples of stability among slave families in colonial Peru for at least two decades. In the nineteenth century Frendi Caribbean one priest was led to comment on successful and lasting marriages between slaves and noted especially the fidelity ") Ramos, Marriage and the Family,  Martinez-A 1 i e r, Marriage, Bastide, African Civilisations, of slave husbands, their love of order and cleanliness in their households, and their affection and consideration toward wife and children. Travellers to nineteenth century Brazil were moved to raptures over the apparent benignancy of Brazilian slavery. Ridiard Burton observed of slavery there that "Nowhere, even in oriental countries, has the 'bitter draught' so little of gall in it" and noted that slaves experienced little fear of the members of their families being separated because "the humane instincts and the religious tenets of the people are strongly opposed to this act of barbarity". This depiction may have been too glowing even for the period of Empire in Brazil, contrasting with the picture drawn by Stanley Stein for Vassouras. For the colonia! period scattered documentary references suggest that unions between slaves were not permanent and that the slave family was prone to fragmentation and distruption 34 . " We shall see that this very instability and impermanency could prompt slaves to flee to maroon communities in the hope of finding familial stability otherwise denied to them in a slavocratic society.
The picture which emerges of the slave family in Latin America and the Caribbean is more depressing than that drawn by G u t m a η for British America. But even here the slave sought to adapt to new realities and come to exercise decision making capacities consciously and independently of an owner. At the present stage of research it is impossible to ascertain whether in the exercise of such options the slave was acting in accordance with traditional African behavior, or was reacting as a creole to New World circumstances. Examples are too spasmodic as to permit any categorization of this behavior as comprising part of an evolving Afro-American culture handed down from generation to generation. It may be said that parameters of choice existed for slaves who acted within circumscribed boundaries. The problem confronting the historian is to determine the exact nature of these parameters. are provided by the French "West Indies, but may reflect attitudes elsewhere in the Americas. A young slave woman resisted the advice of a local priest that she should marry. Her refusal was based on a conscious decision not to bring into the world a diild who would be exposed to the hardships of slavery and whose misery she would be forced to witness. She remained single, although given the less than flattering (for the time and place) nickname of "the virgin of the islands". This decision echoed the words of the Jesuit A η t o η i 1 who wrote that in colonial Brazil slave women sought abortion rather than bring children into a world of suffering. Male slaves also rejected marriage to spare themselves humiliation. In 1842 blacks on Martinique told a local priest that they preferred to remain single rather than marry, only to have an owner force his sexual attentions on the bride the day after her marriage, and have offspring only for these to be abused as playthings of the owner's children or sold according to an owner's whim 35 . F r e y r e ' s chronicle of plantation life in Brazil depicts slave women (regardless of age) as having to succumb to the embryonic sexual desires of the young white "master". Widely held was the belief that sexual intercourse with a black virgin at the age of puberty cured syphilis and gonorrhea. Slave children of both sexes were the victims of the masochistic tendencies of the owner's children manifested in such games as manja and peia queimada, or were used in games demanding oxen, horses, or mules to carry heavy burdens or go between the shafts of a cart or buggy 39 .
Slaves sought to undermine owner's attempts to force slaves to marry against their will. Writing in 1711, the Jesuit André Joäo A η t ο η i 1 noted that some owners, rather than forcing legal marriages on slaves, simply designated a male and a female as partners. This practice was based on experience: slaves had been forced to marry and, tiring of their partner, had committed suicide or had resorted to poison or magic to kill an unwanted spouse. Slaves consciously took steps to prevent owners from increasing capital holdings by slave reproduction. To avoid placing a whole family at the whim of a single owner, slaves chose as spouses blacks belonging to another owner. Reports from Guadeloupe in the early 1840s noted that it was rare for slaves to per-,J ) G i s 1 e r, L'esclavage, pp. 61-62; Peytraud, L'esclavage, p. 209; Antoni!, Cultura, p. 132. se ) F r e y re , The Masters, mit themselves to be married to a spouse from the same plantation. Abortion and sexual unions between slave males and Amerindian females similarly represented conscious steps to prevent children being brought into a life of bondage and for the financial benefit of an owner 37 .
In Spanish and Portuguese America legal redress against owners' abuses was available to slaves. This too represented a conscious decision by a slave. By declaring his case openly in the judicial arena, the slave immediately became vulnerable to the vindictive wrath of an owner. It also meant that the slave had to contend with the bureaucratic judicial machinery which was sluggish in both empires unless liberally lubricated, and that the slave or a trusted friend should be literate and able to handle the necessary documentation. Slave litigation focussed on three principal areas, and in each case familial considerations were to be paramount. These were as follows: marriage, either forced on slaves by an owner or opposed by an owner, in some instances leading to the separation of potential partners; separation of families by sale or as the result of an internal slave trade as was the case in Mexico or Brazil; manumission. Appeal could be to ecclesiastical or secular judicial authorities. In seventeenth century Peru slaves appealed to ecclesiastical courts for assistance in overcoming an owner's opposition to marriage or the de facto dissolution of a marriage caused by an owner's intent to separate couples for short or extended periods of time; slaves who had already been separated from partners by an owner's guile or false promises sought reunion with their mates. Blacks, freedmen and slaves often took the legal initiative themselves. Their petitions received a fair hearing and the ecclesiastical judges made every effort to strike a balance between the interests of slave and owner. Records for Brazil have yet to be systematically studied, but the Portuguese colonial legal bureaucracy afforded fewer opportunities for slaves to seek legal redress than in Spanish America. Petitions were filed with the civil authorities but blades and mulattos learnt by experience that, while they were not actually denied appellate recourse, unless they could find a protector whose wealth or influence could further the appellant's cause, the obstacles were such as to deter all but the most determined. Owners were known to resort to violence, sometimes culminating in the death of an appellant, to deter allegedly wronged slaves from petitioning crown judges. Even if a case should reach the judge, this in itself was no guarantee of a fair hearing. Despite a system of checks and balances, ouvidores were blissfully aware that high-handed or arbitrary sentences would rarely be appealed to the high court in Salvador and, after 1751, in Rio de Janeiro. There may be some truth in the view expressed by Stuart Schwartz that men and women from the opposite ends of the social and racial scales were the most successful in being released on bail or having their cases dismissed.
In Spanish and Portuguese America existed an extra-legal recourse which circumvented normal legal channels, or was resorted to once normal legal procedures had been exhausted, namely: direct appeal to the crown. Petitions by slaves alleged false arrest on spurious charges, physical abuse by owners, or the denial individual rights guaranteed by law. Appeals alleged owner opposition to marriages (realized or impending) between slaves and especially between male slaves and free blade or Amerindian females. In the latter case it was frequently claimed that Amerindian women and their offspring were reduced to slavery in return for being permitted to remain with slave husbands. Illegal enslavement of Amerindian, black, and mulatto females who failed to furnish proof of manumission, with the resulting forced separation from their children, was also ground for appeal. Slave women filed petitions on behalf of themselves and their offspring claiming that testamentary provisions of a deceased owner guaranteeing them their freedom had been ignored by executors. In general it may be said for both Spanish and Portuguese America that those cases of slave petitions which have survived were filed by slaves who were either more resourceful or more desperate than their fellows in seeking any recourse which might preserve a marriage or integrated family. It cannot hide fact that, for the most part, slaves were the victims of oppression largely because they were ignorant of their legal rights, limited although these may have been as . Slaves in Spanish and Portuguese America, no less than in the English colonies and the United States, resorted to kinship as a means of overcoming the disruption of marital and familial arrangements. It is not yet possible to ascertain whether sudi kinship ties represented the continuation of African patterns into the New World, or a response to social conditions in the Americas. Nor, as yet, is there available the wealth of evidence drawn on by G u t m a η concerning regular kinship patterns and the establishment of networks to permit an assessment of the importance of sudi ties for persons of African descent in South America. In his study of Djuka society, based on field research undertaken in 1962, A. J. F. Kö b be η analyzed this bush negro tribe of Surinam as a kinship system. He is forced to acknowledge that the process by which kinship groups were formed is unknown; nor can information be unearthed as to the degree to which this process represents an African legacy or "creolization". A similar dearth of information on the importance attached by slaves to kinship in Spanish and Portuguese America makes the formulation of even a thesis speculative. One source which may prove rewarding are notarial and court records concerning manumission. Methods of obtaining letters of manumission were highly individualistic. But all slaves shared aspirations to freedom. Kinship took on great importance in furthering such aspirations when manumission was to be obtained by purchase. Members of an immediate slave family may have pooled their resources to buy the freedom of a father, mother, or sibling. Ties between the immediate family and an enlarged kin network of slaves may well have been used for the same purpose. Such collective efforts may have been unconditional; others may have carried with them the tacit understanding that the new ex-slave would further the cause of slave kin, thereby inducing a snow-ball effect. Should an immediate family or enlarged kin network include freedmen, the possibility of outright gift or loan may have been enhanced 39 . In matters of freedom, beliefs and aspirations cut across civil and legal distinctions of slave and freedman and imposed common social obligations on fictive or real kin. Slaves in Spanish and Portuguese America sought to decrease the disruptive impact of slavery on the family by a process of socialization. This was achieved by the strengthening of such kinship networks, and by the creation of a series of fictive or ritual kin ties. The latter could be based on a shared experience (transportation on the same ship to the Americas, membership of the same quilombo, work in the same household or plantation) or might reflect common places of origin in Africa, or at least a shared African heritage, adherence to whidi had survived enslavement, transportation, and slavery. To be of the same "nation" could be tantamount to actual kinship and imposed shared responsibilities and obligations 40 . Two processes for the creation of such fictive ties were prominent in Spanish and Portuguese America to the point of being institutions in themselves, and existed regardless of distinctions of race or civil status. They were ritual kinship as expressed either by godparenthood (padrinazgo) or coparenthood (compadrazgo, compadrío) and the Catholic lay brotherhoods. Whereas these forms of ritual kinship could be used by blacks to extend the family beyond the bounds of consanguinity and affinity, brotherhoods provided the mechanism for slaves and freedmen to establish or reinforce extracommunal ties and to enlarge a network of relation-ships beyond immediate families and beyond localized occupational environments. Both fictive kinship and the brotherhoods also provided blacks, both slave and free, with a basis for establishing an organizational network of dominance and subordination within the black community. Leaders and potential leaders could be accorded recognition by blacks, but in terms which, because of their religious context, were acceptable to white colonists. Blacks were enabled to resist the homogenizing forces of slavery and to take decisions independently and without their owners' sanction. Ritual kinship and the brotherhoods may be considered within the context of the slave family in Iberoamérica.
That ritual kinship was prevalent among blacks in colonial Latin America is confirmed by facts presented by the governor of Minas Gérais to justify a series of edicts promulgated in 1719". Prompted by fears of a black revolt, the governor had taken measures to punish severely run- Anthropology, 6, 4 (Winter, 1950) , pp. 341-68; Mário aways, curb prostitution as a vehicle for manumission, reduce the number of letters of manumission being granted, prevent freedmen of color from possessing slaves or property, and obviate any situation in which any black could come to exert authority over any other biadi, slave or freedman. It was within this repressive context that the governor made observations concerning ritual kinship whidi provide an invaluable insight into the little-documented subject of the black family in the colony. It had been noted that at marriages and baptisms, blacks chose as godfathers (padrinhos) other blacks who had attained positions of prominence and respect within the black community in the Americas, were of the same "nation", or who had been members of ruling families in Africa and betrayed into slavery as the result of dynastic or familial disputes. Preference would usually be given to those who were not already blood relatives. By godparenthood, slaves and freedmen could reinforce ties crossing time and space, asserting African origins predating the initial enslavement of ancestors. Dynastic or familial loyalities which had been disrupted by enslavement could find expression in the New World in the choice of a godparent. In Brazil it appears that the personal qualities and the descent-line of the honoree were of greater importance than the distinctions of civil status, viz slave or free. So widespread was the practice of godparenthood among blacks that the governor ruled that henceforth no blade should be eligible to be a padrinho. It was alleged that slaves gave to godparents earnings which should rightfully have been handed to their legal owners. It was also feared that sudi godparents would abuse their authority and incite ritual kin to flight or revolt. The governor claimed that quilombos were headed by blacks who had used godparenthood as a stepping stone to positions of leadership in the blade community.
Historical sources from Iberoamérica describing ritual kinship refer to padrinhos or padrinos rather than compadres, viz godparents rather than coparents. Frequently reference is being made to the series of Dávila, Compadrazgo: Fictive Kinship in Latin America, in: Nelson H. Graburn (editor), Readings in Kinship and Social Structure, New York 1971, pp. 396-406; Willems, Latin American Culture, pp. 62-63; George M. Foster, Cofradía and Compadrazgo in Spain and Spanish America, in: Southwestern Journal of Anthropology, 9, 1 (Spring, 1953) reciprocal obligations more associated with compadrazgo or compadrio. This is certainly the case in those instances of fictive kin relations being established outside the context of the ritual of Catholic baptism or marriage. Compadrazgo could be invoked for purely secular ends. Black godparents played a valuable role in providing the financial means to manumit slave kin. Here dioice of godparent by slave parents may have been governed by the desire to reinforce already existing consanguineal or affinal ties, or prompted by recognition of the potential value of a sponsor in furthering manumission. Vertical dioice certainly occurred when slaves and freedmen chose whites as godparents. Choice could also be prompted by the need for protection sought by the black partner in the relationship. This protection could take the form of intervention by the white to prevent physical abuse, forced separation of families, or miscarriages of justice. A classic example of this protective role in a purely secular setting was the reaction by free blacks of the Diamond District (Distrito Diamantino) of Brazil to an expulsion order by the governor in 1732. As soon as the bando was published, freedmen sought out padrinhos from among members of the white mining community to protect them from this draconic edict 42 .
Whatever the technical differences between responsibilities imposed on respective parties by godparenthood or coparenthood, this fictive kinship demanded of the slave or freedman a series of consciously taken decisions. This decision-making process involed the weighing of factors a familial, domestic, social, financial, ethnic, and religious nature. Ethnographic data do not answer the question of whether such ritual kinship in the Americas had parallels in Africa, were African "survivals", or represented syncretism in the Americas. Portuguese colonists viewed the establishment of sudi fictive kin ties from a perspective honed by an upbringing in which obligations of ritual kin had been prescribed by the Catholic Church and had been extended and elaborated in the secular realm to provide mutual protection and assistance. However mutual obligations and responsibilities very similar to those imposed by compadrazgo and padrinazgo were present in West African societies. It is unclear wheater or not by the establishment of sudi fictive kin relations in Spanish and Portuguese America, slaves 41 ) Russell-Wood, Colonial Brazil, p. 100 and sources there cited, especially Lourenco de Almeida's letter of 3 April 1732 to crown judge António Ferreira do Valle de Mello (Arquivo Público Mineiro, Secretaria do Govèrno, vol. 27, fols. 127-30); Β o w s e r , The African Slave, 234, and freedmen were acting in accordance with beliefs and values wholly African in origin or had adapted to the point of adopting a form of relationship molded by religious and secular traditions which were Catholic and Iberian.
At an early date in Spanish and Portuguese settlement in the Americas blacks, slaves and freedmen, had formed Catholic lay brotherhoods {cofradías, irmandades), especially in urban areas. Membership reflected the heterogeneity of black and mulatto populations of South America. The only conditions imposed on an applicant were that he be God-fearing, of good character, and pay annual dues. Colored brotherhoods ranged from those with a policy of open admissions in the acceptance of members (including whites) to more exclusive brotherhoods. Membership was entirely voluntary. In selecting the brotherhood of his choice, a person of African descent was exercising judgment entirely independently of masters. By applying to a brotherhood whose membership was drawn exclusively from persons originating in a certain region of Africa or of the same "nation", blacks were responding more to inherited beliefs and cultural traditions of an African origin than to those espoused by the European community. The annual elections of a President and governing body enabled blacks to exercise the prerogative of selecting leaders from among their own community. At the present stage of research it is not possible to say how far blacks joining such Catholic brotherhoods had adapted to Spanish and Portuguese beliefs and styles of worship, and hence had been "institutionalized" to some degree, or whether they had adopted external forms of Catholicism in order to conceal from whites a conscious effort to preserve in the New World African religious beliefs which could be handed down from one generation of members to the next.
Brotherhoods played an important role in black communities. Brandies of a brotherhood cooperated and brothers benefited from reciprocity agreements. Not only did this ensure that the transplanted slave or freedman could find in a new place of residence immediate access to the local black community, but it also meant that affiliates gave to the black a network of contacts. Moreover brotherhoods actively encouraged "family enrollment". Rules governing the admittance of women and offspring (when of age) varied from brotherhood to brotherhood, as too did the degree of participation permitted to women in brotherhood activities. Statutes (1820) of the brotherhood of Our Lady of the Rosary of Salvador encouraged husbands to enroll wives.
More importantly, membership of a brotherhood constituted a form of security for all family members, providing alms or limited financial assistance to the needy, dowries shoulds funds permit, and the guarantee of a decent burial with a said mass. In the event of the death of one or more parents, members of the brotherhood took steps to ensure that infants or minors were given a home. Brotherhoods thus afforded to their members a degree of protection against the uncertainties of a slavocratic society 43 .
In the final analysis the supreme option open to the slave was flight. The distinction may be made between petit marronage and marronage. From colonial Peru to the French Antilles there were reports of slaves absenting themselves temporarily for periods of up to a week. Some absences occurred with the tacit acceptance of an owner, and might even be central to the slave-owner relationship. Slaves with a trade or versed in a skill such as panning for gold might come to enjoy relative freedom from supervision on the understanding that earnings would be delivered co owners at the end of the week. In exchange, the master was exempted from responsibilities for providing the slave with food. Such tolerance depended on the skills of an individual slave and the overall economic context, but resulted from a decision taken by an owner with his own financial interests in mind. Another form of petit marronage was temporary absence dictated by concern felt by a slave for his family. Slaves temporarily absented themselves to visit families from whom they were separated. By such visits the slave ran the risk of running foul of the law, being arrested, and punished as would be a bona fide runaway. "Nocturnal vagabondage" presented fewer risks and was prevalent from the Caribbean to Peru. So prevalent was the practice in Lima of slaves belonging to different masters visiting their wives for sexual purposes at all hours that in 1582-83 it was charged that sudi visits constituted an affront to public morality. If masters tolerated sudi absences, this did not blind them to the real danger that petit marronage could develop into permanent flight from slavery.
In discussing slave flight in Latin America it is not our purpose to treat the prevalence of, or reasons for, flight but to seek to emphasize the significance of the decision on the part of the slave within the context of kith and kin. Certainly a reappraisal of motivation in terms of slave behavior rather than owner treatment appears long overdue, as too is the examination of the familial and psychological ramifications of a conscious decision which was to be of vital importance not only for the protagonist but also for his family. Colonists attributed motivation for flight to no better ground than black "perversity". Contemporary scholars have listed factors prompting slaves to flee. Prevailing colonial policies, effectiveness of law enforcement, demographic density, composition of the slave body, the nature of the economy, and even topography, varied from region to region and were susceptible to change. Such factors affected the incidence of slave runaways and the relative success of slaves in evading capture. An as-yet little studied aspect of marronage -• beliefs connected to familia! considerations and domestic arrangements -may provide the key to the understanding of a behavioral set of motivations shared by slaves throughout the Americas 44 .
Slaves recently arrived in the Americas and who had yet to become acculturated and establish family ties were more prone to flight. In flight they were less likely to be successful than their counterparts who had been acculturated and had family connections. Not only did new arrivals lade the linguistic skills and savoir faire to pass themselves off as being engaged in legitimate activities when challenged but, perhaps more importantly, they could not avail themselves of the assistance and "safe houses" which blacks with a network of real and fictive kin relations could use to further their escape plans. Kin ties played an invaluable role for runaways in even sudi a well-established quilombo as Palmares. Kith and kin outside of the quilombo "tipped off" runaways as to the possibility of attack by bush-whacking captains or militia companies, and assisted runaways in purchasing foodstuffs or powder and shot. The absence of such contacts meant that new arrivals attempting flight were often reduced to remaining in the vicinity of, and scavenging off, their former places of employment, with every likelihood of an early recapture 45 .
The more highly acculturated African-born or creole slave enjoyed better odds of making good his escape and evading capture. The longer that he had been in the Americas, the more was it likely that familial concerns would play a part in his final decision to flee. Such concerns provide a new dimension to motivation and the decisionmaking process which culminated in flight, regardless of geographical context. Whether a slave fled alone, or accompanied by his immediate family, this act represented a conscious and irreversible decision to break emotionally with other members of an immediate or extended family or with real or fictive kin sudi as existed in any slave community. Sometimes flight united relatives or permitted family cohesion to be preserved. Slaves from communities of runaways actively recruited from among those still in bondage and, naturally enough, started by trying to induce relatives to join them in illegal freedom. Slaves fled in order to preserve domestic arrangements or to act in family matters according to their own principles rather than those imposed by owners, for example to overcome owner's opposition to an intended marriage, or to protect a wife from the sexual overtures of an owner. From sixteenth and early seventeenth century Peru come reports of flight prompted by the desire to avoid separation from family or spouse; indeed, where children and parents (one or both) or husbands and wives had different masters, flight often afforded the only possibility for effecting a reunion. Information on, and announcements of, runaways in Latin America and the Antilles suggest that, sudi was the cohesive force binding black slave families and kin that group flight was common. Such a group especially consisted of husband and wife accompanied by their offspring, husband and pregnant wife, or fictive 4S ) Kent, Palmares, pp. 167, cf. 171 ; Fouchard, Les marrons, Bowser, The African Slave, p. 190. relatives brought together because of shared community or ethnic origins 46 .
The destination of such runaways were the many slave communities scattered throughout the Americas. Certainly life in sudi communities was beyond the jurisdiction of owners over the domestic arrangements of their former slaves. At present there is not enough evidence to ascertain the degree to which communities of runaways represented African states in Latin America, Certainly in establishing a leadership hierarchy in sudi communities blades acted according to their own beliefs and set up their own criteria for selection of leaders. Of greater interest to our purpose is the extent to which slaves sought out sudi communities in the hope of finding a stability and permanency in familial relations which might otherwise have been impossible in slavery. In short, although slaves may well have been seeking to escape the authority of their masters, motivation to flee was also prompted by the desire consciously to assert their beliefs in the importance of certain forms of domestic behavior and interpersonal relations. The "push" factor of maltreatment could be of lesser importance than the "pull" factors created by a relative who had already joined a community of runaway slaves or by a complex interweave of cultural and behavioral components. Such communities were diaracterizid by chronic sexual imbalance, prompting raids to procure women. But views advanced by historians concerning rampant promiscuity in Cuban and Columbian palenques or brutality meted out to their many wives by maroons in Jamaica should be tempered by other evidence from Latin America which suggests that at least in the more enduring runaway communities there were family relationships whidi were stable and permanent. Kinship ties existed which were both inter-and m/ra-generational and were not necessarily limited to a single community of runaways. In 1830 a military commander of Mayari cited the testimony of a captured black concerning kinship ties existing between runaways in the colonies sought to exacerbate ethnic differences in the hope of preserving the status quo* 8 .
Naming practices among blacks outside British North America have yet to be studied, but random examples from South America and the French Antilles suggest further avenues of enquiry. F r e y r e expressed a widely-held view that blacks commonly took the family names of their white owners as surnames. Such mimetism was attributable to vanity, the influence of patriardialism, or efforts to climb the social ladder. In their designations of slaves masters used occupational labels or ethnic distinguishing notes, e. g. John Shoemaker or Pedro Congo. Reports from Saint Domingue suggest that some owners went so far as to use the additional African name to be more specific in identifying a slave, e. g. "the Congo Diane, called in her country Ougan-Daga". Sudi names revealed intervention by owners, but there are indications to reinforce the view that by their own choice of names, blacks in the Americas sought to establish a relationship to a place (be it the port of arrival in the Americas, a plantation, or even township in West Africa), or within a family lineage, or within an inherited cultural tradition. In his study of the Djuka, Κ ö b b e η describes matriclans each of which had originated in the first half of the eighteenth century from different groups of runaway slaves. Each group derived their names from the names of the original owners of the plantations from which their predecessors had fled. In Brazil, the family name of an owner might well come to be absorbed in the name of the location and the plantation might carry an indigenous or African name rather than an European name. From the Frendi Antilles come names whose origin lay in the contraband trade, and which had been consciously preserved. By the preservation of such names, transplanted Africans in the Americas provided themselves with an anchorage or point of orientation, be it to a place, to a cultural legacy, to a shared experience, or to previous generations".
Our purpose here has been to suggest a pan-American dimension to the situation of the black family in the Americas so ably described Latin America are surveyed in Lockhart, Spanish Peru, pp. 172-74; Bowser, The African Slave, pp. 39-44; C u r t i η , The Atlantic Slave Trade, pp. 97, 98, 109, 111, 113, 189, 190, 207, 240 ; Carlos B. Ott, Formaçâo e evoluçâo étnica da Cidade do Salvador, 2 vols., Salvador 1955, 1957, vol. 1, pp. 53-75 and voi. 2, appendix 3. 4β ) F r e y r e , The Masters, pp. 456-58; Κ ö b b e η , Unity and Disunity, p. 323; Lockhart, Spanish Peru, p. 176; Fouchard.Les marrons, by Herbert G u t m a η for the English-speaking North American mainland. Only time and further research will confirm the validity of Gutman's approach, viz by working backwards through time, from the well documented to the lesser or undocumented periods. Likewise, only time will provide the test for generalizations derived from selective, and in parts highly fragmentary, series of data bases. Trends in recent historiography have resulted in renewed interest in freedmen of African descent in the Antilles and Spanish and Portuguese America 60 . It is ironical that a definitive history of slavery, let alone of the black family, has yet to be written for any region of colonial Spanish or Portuguese America, or for the republics of Latin America. Certainly domestic arrangements and adherence to values and practices which bore on the life of the black family in the English North American colonies and the United States had parallels in the Spanish and Portuguese American empires and in the republics of present-day Latin America. Slaves and free blades had a real need for mutual aid mechanism which would provide participants with the moral and physical strenght and even financial resources which could result from a collective endeavor. Only thus were blacks able to cope with physical hardship and psychological despair in a manner which would otherwise have been beyond the capabilities of an individual acting alone. But such coincidences do no more than confirm that blacks in different parts of the Americas reacted very similarly to the New World and to the institution of slavery. Still in the realm of hypotheses lie answers to questions concerning unique adaptive capabilities and the development of an Afro-American cultural tradition sui generis. The search for explanation of these phenomena lies at the origins of the African experience in the Americas, not in a later stage of creolization. Of the historian, no less than the slave of bygone ages, it will be imperative that his reach should exceed his grasp.
